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Photo Editor Wondershare Photo Editor 10. Am I Stealing Coppers?I understand the principle. I see the

vision. But when I try to implement it, am I implementing a good system or a wrong system?Frank Fisher: I
would recommend to you that you leave this. You have what we call an incompetent manager. You are

working with an incompetent. I got all that. The problem is, the past is. Ask for a subscription or purchase a
product.Washington (CNN) In a move sure to cause a backlash from Republicans in Congress and across
the country, President Donald Trump on Friday told House and Senate Republicans he wants a vote on

repealing the Affordable Care Act, two sources familiar with the conversation told CNN. Trump delivered
the message during a huddle with House and Senate GOP leaders in the White House Rose Garden, the
sources said, explaining that the president sees an opportunity in Congress' newly formalized working
relationship -- and that he has made it clear that he wants it to be on Capitol Hill. In the past, Senate

Majority Leader Mitch McConnell has taken the position that he wants to wait for a Senate vote to repeal
and replace Obamacare, but that can't happen if the Senate can't pass a repeal bill with 51 votes. And the
window for a Senate repeal vote, which was never expected to happen this year, is rapidly closing. "Right
now," one source said, "if it were a major bill we could probably go through." A second source noted that

McConnell wants a vote on a repeal of the law, but that the Senate leader "likes to wait." Read MoreQ:
Python - compare two files and edit them So I have 2 text files and I'm trying to make a function where it

compares the two files and if it finds a specific word in one of the files, it will replace that specific word in
the second file, but it doesn't seem to work, even though I've tested it myself. Here's my code: word =

input("What word do you want to find? ") def compare(): for line in open('Myfile1', 'r').readlines(): for line2
in open('Myfile2', 'r').readlines():
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